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3
A comparison between QM/MM and

QM/QM based fitting of

condensed-phase atomic polarizabilities

“Why did the chicken cross the road?”

Wolfgang Pauli: “There already was a chicken on this side of the road.”

C.R. Vosmeer, K. Kiewisch, K. Keijzer, L. Visscher and D.P. Geerke

This research was originally published in Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics. C.R. Vosmeer, K.
Kiewisch, K. Keijzer, L. Visscher and D.P. Geerke; PCCP 2014; 16(33):17857-17862.



A comparison between QM/MM and QM/QM based fitting of condensed-phase atomic polarizabilities

Abstract

Recently we reported a combined QM/MM approach to estimate condensed-
phase values of atomic polarizabilities for use in (bio)molecular simulation.
The setup relies on a MM treatment of the solvent when determining atomic
polarizabilities to describe the response of a QM described solute to its external
electric field. In this work, we study the e↵ect of using alternative descriptions of
the solvent molecules when evaluating atomic polarizabilities of a methanol solute.
In a first step, we show that solute polarizabilities are not significantly a↵ected
upon substantially increasing the MM dipole moments towards values that
are typically reported in literature for water solvent molecules. Subsequently,
solute polarization is evaluated in the presence of a QM described solvent
(using the frozen-density embedding method). In the latter case, lower oxygen
polarizabilities were obtained than when using MM point charges to describe
the solvent, due to introduction of Pauli-repulsion e↵ects.
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Chapter 3

3.1 Introduction

Over the past years, the interest in polarizable force fields has been steadily
increasing.26,41,152–158 This is partly driven by the increase in available computa-
tional power, allowing for inclusion of additional degrees of freedom and levels of
complexity in modeling non-bonded interactions in molecular simulations. The
explicit inclusion of electronic polarization e↵ects in biomolecular force fields is
considered to be an answer to issues in the transferability of force field param-
eters between environments of di↵erent polarity.25 Typically, non-polarizable
force fields optimized to describe intermolecular interactions in polar environ-
ments overestimate electrostatic interactions in less polar environments, and vice
versa.24 This in turn can e↵ect the accuracy of predicting protein-ligand binding
or other processes during which local electric fields vary.

Recent calibration of polarizable force fields has included parameter optimiza-
tion for a large diversity of solvents and biomolecular building blocks.117,159–166

As pointed out previously,45,167 it is not trivial to determine appropriate values
for the additional parameters that describe polarizabilities for use in non-additive
force fields. Their determination commonly relies on gas-phase quantum-chemical
calculations or estimates,39,40,44 yielding values that are typically too high for use
in the condensed phase. The need to scale down gas-phase estimates of atomic
polarizabilities for use in condensed-phase simulation is typically explained to
be the consequence of Pauli repulsion between electron distributions of nearby
molecules,45,168 but also of variations in the local electric field within molecular
volumes115 and of intramolecular polarization e↵ects.167

Recently, we proposed an approach to directly obtain condensed-phase atomic
polarizabilities for use in biomolecular simulation.167 This method relies on
molecular dynamics (MD) based sampling of solvent configurational space around
a solute, using classical force fields. The generated configurations are subjected
to combined QM/MM calculations, in which the external electrostatic potential
(ESP) of the quantum-mechanically (QM) treated solute is determined in the
presence of the solvent partial charges. Subsequently, atomic dipole moments are
fitted to reproduce the di↵erence in solute ESP when compared to the gas-phase
electrostatic potential. From the fitted (induced) dipole moments and electric
fields due to the solvent charges at the atomic sites, the polarizabilities are
derived.167

Our approach assumes that partial charges (from a MM solvent model)
appropriately describe the solvent charge distributions in the combined QM/MM
Hamiltonian that is used for the determination of the solute’s induced dipole
moments. Replacing the full QM electron density of the solvent by MM point
charges keeps computational costs of the (induced) ESP calculations tractable,
and was shown to provide atomic polarizabilities for water and methanol solutes
that are close to values used in previously reported polarizable models.45,47,114,115

In the current work, we study the e↵ect of using alternative (improved)
solvent descriptions on calculated values for the solute’s atomic polarizabilities.
In Chapter 2, we found that QM/MM fitted polarizabilities for methanol and
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water are not very sensitive to the choice of the solvent force field used in
MD sampling and QM/MM calculations. For example, fitted values for carbon
and oxygen polarizabilities of methanol in either SPC125 or SPC/E water126

typically di↵er by less than 5%. However, molecular dipole moments of SPC and
SPC/E vary between 2.23 and 2.35D only, whereas experimentally or quantum-
mechanically derived values for condensed-phase water dipole moments are
reported within a range of 2.6 – 2.9D or higher.145,169–171 In order to determine
polarized point charge distributions of hydrated solute molecules (for use in
non-polarizable force fields) from QM/MM based ESP fitting, Cerutti et al.172

recently stressed the need to increase the solvent charges that enter the solute’s
QM hamiltonian towards values representing fully polarized water molecules
(with a dipole moment > 2.6D). In the current work, we study the e↵ect of
increasing the MM point charges accordingly in our QM/MM determination
of atomic polarizabilities of a methanol solute. For that purpose, we still use
a classical solvent model (SPC125) to generate solvent configurations, because
these models are known to appropriately describe thermodynamic properties
of water, and hydrogen bonding and local structure in bulk water. Only in the
QM/MM calculations of the solute’s (induced) ESP, the charges are increased
to reach a condensed-phase value of 2.8D for the molecular dipole moment of
water, in a similar approach to the one used by Cerutti et al..172

In the second part of this study, we evaluate the e↵ect of using a QM
description of the solvent on the (QM) determination of the solute’s atomic po-
larizabilities. This is achieved by applying the Frozen-Density Embedding (FDE)
method173–175 to describe the solvent electron density. For this purpose, pre-
optimized solvent densities are mapped onto the solvent configurations obtained
from classical MD. The solute wave function and ESP are then optimized and
determined in the presence of the frozen solvent electron densities. This approach
allows to fit condensed-phase polarizabilities based on QM/QM (QM/FDE) de-
rived induced ESPs to include a higher level of detail into the determination of
the induced atomic dipole moments of the solute, while keeping computational
costs within achievable limits. As such, we can compare evaluation of atomic
polarizabilities when using either a MM or a QM description of the solvent.

3.2 Computational methods

For a methanol solute in water, we fitted induced atomic dipole moments
(and derived atomic polarizabilities) to describe the changes in solute ESP in
the presence of the solvent (when compared to the solute gas-phase ESP), using
the approach introduced previously.167 For this purpose, solvent configurations
around the solute are generated first (in classical MD simulations). Subsequently,
the obtained configurations are used for the (QM) determination of the change
in solute ESP (�ESP) induced by the solvent. Using the least-squared fitting
procedure described before,167 induced dipole moments �µ are fitted on the
(non-hydrogen) atomic centers i that best describe �ESP. In a next step, the
external electric fields �Ei at the positions of the solute atoms due to the solvent
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charge distribution are determined for use in deriving distributions of atomic
polarizabilities ↵i from the �µi’s according to:

↵i,k = µi,k

Ei,k

⌥⌃ ⌅⇧3.1

with k=x, y or z, and ↵i = (↵i,x+↵i,y+↵i,z)�3. Finally, a Gaussian curve is fitted
to each of the distributions of atomic polarizabilities obtained with the di↵erent
configurations, of which the mean value is reported as the fitted (average) value
for ↵i.

The following describes the modifications introduced in the current work in the
protocol to generate solvent configurations (Section 3.2.1) and in the QM/MM
(or QM/FDE) calculation of the solute’s induced ESP (Section 3.2.2). The
details of the Frozen Density Embedding (QM/FDE) calculations are discussed
in Section 3.2.3.

3.2.1 Generation of solvent configurations

During MD, atomic positions of the methanol solute molecule were kept
constrained to their (gas-phase) optimized geometry. The gas-phase optimized
geometry was obtained using the ADF software package (version 2012),176,177

with the B3LYP exchange correlation functional119–121 and using the QZ4P
basis set.178 MD simulations were performed at constant volume, to maintain
the optimized solute geometry during a 1 ns production simulation after 1 ns
equilibration. During production, 500 solvent configurations were collected every
1000 time steps of 2 fs. Two independent simulations were performed using either
the SPC125 or TIP4P179 water model to describe the 1408 solvent molecules. All
other MD settings used to generate solvent configurations around the methanol
solute were identical to those described in Chapter 2.167

3.2.2 Determination of the solute’s ESP in the presence
of solvent point charges

In order to use an established framework for FDE (Section 3.2.3), the opti-
mization of the solute wave function and the solute’s ESP determination (with the
B3LYP exchange correlation functional119–121) were performed using the ADF
software package (version 2012)176,177 and the Slater-type QZ4P basis set178

(instead of the previously used167 Gaussian-type aug-cc-pVTZ basis set122,136).
Because generation of a Connolly grid135 for use in the ESP evaluation is cur-
rently not implemented in ADF, grid-point coordinates were generated with
the GAMESS-US software123,124 using previously described routine and grid
settings.167 The obtained grid coordinates were subsequently imported into ADF
and the solute ESP was evaluated at the grid points. For the configurations
obtained from MD, solute ESPs were calculated in absence and presence of all
solvent molecules for which the oxygen atom was within 1.4 nm of any of the
solute atoms. Solvent molecules were treated by using either the MM point
charges of the water model used to generate the solvent configurations, or by
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using point charges that were increased by 25%. In addition, solute ESPs and
electric fields at the atoms were determined by describing the solvent using FDE
(Section 3.2.3).

3.2.3 Frozen Density Embedding

In the QM/FDE determination of the solute ESP, the solvent electron density
was generated by superposing the B3LYP/QZ4P optimized electron density
calculated for a single water molecule onto all solvent molecules for which the
oxygen atom was within 1.4 nm of any of the solute atoms, by translating and
rotating the positions of the nuclei to the positions of the atoms of the solvent
molecules using ADF and a geometry tolerance threshold of 10−2 for the mapping.
Three di↵erent approaches to generate the optimized electron density of the
single water “template” molecule were followed: first, a gas-phase single-point
density optimization was performed with the coordinates of the first water
molecule selected from the first MD configuration. In the second case, instead
of a gas-phase calculation, the conductor-like screening model (COSMO,180 a
continuum solvent model) was used during optimization. In a third setup, the
density of the template water molecule was determined for a (central) water
molecule surrounded by four other water molecules in a cluster with nearly
C

2v

-symmetric geometry, mimicking a small part of an ice cluster. Deviations
from C

2v

symmetry only arose from the fact that during MD simulations, the
structure of the single water molecules slightly di↵ered from C

2v

symmetry
within a certain threshold (defined by the geometric tolerance of 10−4 used in
the SHAKE132 algorithm to constrain interatomic distances during MD). The
geometry of the central water molecule was imposed on all water molecules
in the small ice-like cluster. The optimized “ice water” density of the central
molecule was subsequently used in generating the FDE densities of the MD
solvent configurations.

All QM/FDE calculations were performed with the ADF program (version
2012),176,177,181,182 employing the B3LYP exchange-correlation functional120,121

and the kinetic-energy functional PW91k.183,184 For all fragments, the QZ4P
basis set178 was used.

For the QM/FDE calculations, the electric fields at the oxygen and carbon
atoms of the methanol solute were calculated from the derivative of the electro-
static potential due to the frozen solvent fragments (with respect to the x, y
and z coordinates). For this purpose, cubic grids of 25x25x25 points centered at
the carbon and oxygen atoms, and a grid spacing of 0.0001Bohr were used. The
electric field contributions were taken as the linear parameters from a polynomial
fit to the 25 points along the x, y and z axes.
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3.3 Results and Discussion

3.3.1 QM/MM determined polarizabilities

Figure 3.1. Gaussian-fitted counted distri-
butions of QM/MM determined oxygen (↵O,
red) and carbon (↵C , black) polarizabilities for
a methanol solute in SPC water, obtained for
500 solvent configurations from MD, using the
QZ4P basis set178 for the methanol solute (solid
lines). For reference, raw data are shown by
thin lines, and the Gaussian-fitted counted dis-
tributions obtained using the aug-cc-pVTZ basis
set122,136 are shown by dashed lines.

For every of the 500 solvent con-
figuration frames obtained from MD
with SPC as solvent model, induced
atomic dipole moments at methanol’s
carbon and oxygen were fitted that
best describe the QM/MM determined
change in the solute’s ESP. Gaussian-
fitted distributions of the derived
atomic polarizabilities are displayed
in Figure 3.1. Using the SPC sol-
vent model and the B3LYP/QZ4P
level of DFT to describe the so-
lute, we obtained distributions of
oxygen polarizabilities with a mean
value of 1.0 × 10−3 nm3, while for car-
bon the distribution of polarizabili-
ties is broad and has a mean value of
0.9 × 10−3 nm3. Figure 3.1 shows that
similar distributions are obtained us-
ing the QZ4P basis set when compared
to our previous results, obtained with
the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set to describe
the solute.

Subsequently, we studied the e↵ect
of increasing the MM point charges
in the QM/MM calculations by 25%,
such that the dipole moment of the water molecules was enhanced to 2.8D,
which is close to condensed-phase values reported in literature.145,169–171 Both
for methanol’s carbon and oxygen atoms, Figure 3.2, panel A shows direct
overlap between the fitted distributions of polarizabilities when using either SPC
charges or SPC charges increased by 25% for the MM part of the QM/MM
Hamiltonian. Thus, increasing the dipole moment of the solvent molecule
to (average) reported condensed-phase values does not a↵ect the outcomes
of our QM/MM determination of condensed-phase polarizabilities. This is in
contrast with recent results of Cerutti et al.,172 who could improve QM/MM
based condensed-phase fitting of solute point charges (based on solute ESPs) by
increasing the solvent point charges in the QM/MM calculations. The obtained
overlap in the distributions of fitted polarizabilities (Figure 3.2, panel A) indicates
that the increase in the electric fields at the solute atomic centers (Figure 3.2,
panel B) coincides with a corresponding increase in the induced atomic dipole
moments, in line with the linear response assumption used in Equation 3.1.
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Figure 3.2. (A) Gaussian-fitted counted distributions of QM/MM determined oxygen (↵O,
red) and carbon (↵C , black) polarizabilities for a methanol solute in SPC water, obtained for
500 solvent configurations from MD, using the QZ4P basis set178 for the methanol solute
(solid lines). In addition, Gaussian-fitted counted distributions for ↵O and ↵C are shown as
obtained using increased solvent point charges (by 25 %) in the QM/MM calculations (dashed
lines). (B) Gaussian-fitted counted distributions of the size of the electric field at methanol’s
oxygen (red) and carbon (black) atoms obtained for 500 solvent configurations from MD using
the SPC model, and using SPC point charges (solid lines) or SPC point charges increased by
25 % (dashed lines) to describe the solvent charge distributions.

3.3.2 QM/FDE determined polarizabilities

Subsequently, we studied the e↵ect of using a quantum-mechanical description
of the solvent on the determination of the solute’s atomic polarizabilities. To
keep our calculations computationally feasible, the Frozen-density embedding
(FDE) approach was used. In order to study the e↵ect of following di↵erent
strategies to determine the frozen electron density of the solvent molecules,
results were compared for fitting atomic polarizabilities of a methanol solute
that was embedded in water solvent for which the electron density of the single
”template” molecules was determined either (i) in the gas phase, (ii) in an implicit
(COSMO180) solvent model, or (iii) for the central (polarized) molecule of a
C

2v

-symmetrized cluster of five hydrogen-bonding water molecules. In addition,
we compared use of the SPC water model in generating the solvent configurations
with use of the TIP4P model, which has a geometry that is closer to the QM
optimized geometry of an isolated water molecule.179

Figure 3.3 shows that both in SPC and TIP4P water, the obtained QM/FDE
polarizabilities are not substantially a↵ected by the approach chosen to generate
the frozen electron density to describe the solvent. In addition, fitted average
values for the oxygen polarizability (↵O) do not significantly depend on the
choice of the water model in the MD simulations to generate the configurations
for use in the QM/FDE calculation: obtained ↵O values range from 0.90 to
0.94 × 10−3 nm3 when using SPC, and from 0.97 to 1.00 × 10−3 nm3 when using
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Figure 3.3. Gaussian-fitted counted distributions of QM/MM (dashed lines) and QM/FDE
(solid lines) fitted polarizabilities for the oxygen (panels A and C) and carbon (panels B
and D) atoms of a methanol solute in SPC (panels A and B) and TIP4P (panels C and D)
water, obtained for 500 MD configurations. In the FDE calculations, frozen densities of each
individual water molecule were either optimized in the gas phase (black), in COSMO implicit
solvent (red), or for a central molecule in a C2v-symmetrized cluster of five water molecules
(green).

the TIP4P model (Figure 3.3, panels A and C). In contrast, average values
obtained for carbon’s polarizability (↵C) di↵er from 0.89 – 0.93 × 10−3 nm3 to
0.42 – 0.45 × 10−3 nm3, respectively (Figure 3.3, panels B and D). Although the
QM/MM and QM/FDE obtained distributions of ↵C values show strong overlap
when using SPC to generate the solvent configurations (Figure 3.3, panel B),
the mean value of the ↵C distribution changes from 0.29 to 0.43 × 10−3 nm3

when going from QM/MM to QM/FDE fitting using the TIP4P configurations
(Figure 3.3, panel D). In combination with the large spread of fitted values for
↵C (Figure 3.3), the di↵erences in the obtained mean values reemphasize that
↵C can be considered as an e↵ective (i.e., tunable) parameter in the process of
polarizable force field parametrization.167
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Figure 3.4. Di↵erence density maps for a methanol solute as obtained in water solvent
described by either FDE or MM point charges, and as evaluated for the first (left) and eleventh
(right) configuration obtained from MD simulation using the TIP4P water model. Di↵erences
�⇢ of the isosurface density value are shown for �⇢ =±0.001 a.u. Blue denotes negative �⇢
values (⇢(FDE) < ⇢(MM)) and orange denotes positive values for �⇢ (⇢(FDE) > ⇢(MM)).

Interestingly, average fitted values for ↵O were systematically lower in the
QM/FDE calculations than in QM/MM (by 0.15 – 0.19 × 10−3 nm3 using SPC
and by 0.14 – 0.17 × 10−3 nm3 with TIP4P, see Figure 3.3, panels A and C,
respectively). The lower polarizabilities for oxygen obtained with FDE can be
explained from the introduction of Pauli repulsion between solute and solvent
electron densities. This was already suggested as an explanation for the need
of using lower polarizabilities for condensed-phase systems when compared to
gas-phase values.45 The introduction of solute-solvent Pauli repulsion upon going
from a MM to a FDE representation of the solvent is illustrated by di↵erences
between the solute electron density as determined either in the presence of MM
point charges or FDE-described water molecules. Such di↵erence densities are
shown in Figure 3.4 for a hydrated methanol solute that donates or accepts a
hydrogen bond. In both cases, lower electron densities are observed at the hydro-
gen bond-donor or accepting group when using a QM (FDE) solvent description
instead of MM point charges, which confirms that inclusion of solute-solvent
Pauli repulsion contributes to a decrease in solute polarizability in the condensed
phase. From the fits in Figure 3.3, panels A and C, this e↵ect accounts for a
decrease in polarizability of 9-12% for methanol’s oxygen, whereas di↵erences
between gas-phase and condensed-phase fitted (molecular) polarizabilities of
approximately 30% are commonly reported for polarizable methanol models.44,45

These findings confirm that other factors such as intramolecular polarization167

and variations in electric fields115 play a role as well in the need for lower
polarizabilities in the condensed phase.
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3.4 Conclusions

In this study we have evaluated the e↵ect of the descriptions of the solvent
molecules on the QM/MM and QM/QM fitted values of condensed-phase polariz-
abilities of a methanol solute in a water solvent. It was found that increasing the
solvent’s molecular dipole moment from its MM model value by 25% to a value
that is within the range reported in literature does not change the QM/MM
values for the polarizabilities, because the increase in the electric field at the
solute atoms due to the solvent is equivalent to the increase in fitted values for
the induced atomic dipole moments.

Introducing a QM description of the solvent by means of frozen density
embedding was found to a↵ect the fitted values for the oxygen polarizabilities of
the methanol solute. Compared to the QM/MM results, QM/FDE values for the
fitted oxygen polarizabilities were found to be approximately 10% lower. This
di↵erence can be taken into account in the process of QM/MM based force field
calibration of atomic polarizabilities for use in (bio)molecular simulation, and is
due to the introduction of solute-solvent Pauli repulsion e↵ects in the QM/FDE
calculations, which can only partly explain the di↵erence in condensed-phase
and gas-phase estimates for the solute polarizabilities.
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